With the strength for seaming heavyweights...

the Union Special® 38200C24 Samson

The heavy-duty three-needle 401 stitch machine with lots of work space
From canvas to woven poly to heavy gauge vinyl, the Samson is the ideal machine for seaming operations on FIBC
Bags, tents, awnings, pool covers, truck tarps, boat tarps, flags, banners, etc. After all, efficient handling of
heavyweight materials is what the Union Special® 38200C24 was designed for; that's why it’s named the Samson.
A unique drive enables the 40" long sewing arm to sew through up to a half-inch of some types of materials,
without losing power or speed. This wide under arm space eliminates the effort and time needed to fold and
roll wide sections of material during seaming operations.
The Samson is a 24 gauge machine (3/8", 9.5mm) with a powerful roller puller built-in behind the needles.

The Union Special® 38200C24 Samsonthe strength and space you need
for seaming bulky, heavyweight material.

The 38200C24 Samson
Union Special Corporation
The heavy-duty three-needle
machine for seaming operations
on canvas and other heavyweight
materials.

DESCRIPTION
STYLE

38200C24

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICATION

Heavy-duty needle,

For seaming canvas,

built-in puller, 40”

vinyl, woven poly and

long upper arm

similar heavyweight
materials

STITCH &

NEEDLE

SEAM TYPE

GAUGE

STITCH
FABRIC

24ga.
(3/8", 9.5mm)

lap seam

SPEED

RANGE

401 Lsa-3*
Three needle

MAXIMUM

LENGTH

Heavyweight
fabrics

4-8 SPI
(5.5 Std.)
3.2-6.4mm
(4.6mm Std.)

2200RPM
depending on
operation

* An Lsa-2 or Lsa-1 seam may be produced by removing one or two needles.

FEATURES

 40” of under-arm space to the right of the
needles – the longest arm in the industry
 Built-in puller behind the needles
 Versatile – produces one, two or three
rows of stitching
 Easy handling of bulky, large or heavy
materials
 Sewing head is sold separately from
(TMS) table, motor, stand
 Folder attachments sold separately
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